Practice the following sentences on your own by removing the subjects and objects and substituting them with the appropriate pronoun. You may also fill in the appropriate blank. There may be several correct answers.

Example: Romela called Brian to set a date for the graduation party.

She called him to set a date for the graduation party.

1. Tiffany was leaving Robert because Robert had cheated on Tiffany with his secretary.

   She was leaving him because he had cheated on her with his secretary.

2. Mrs. Robinson looked in the mirror at herself.

3. Raul and Taline completed their finals and give their exams to Professor Aguilar.

   They completed their finals and gave their exams to him.

4. I designed the layout of the home myself.

5. Ricardo and she/he were both fired on Monday after the boss caught them stealing money from the cash register.

   Ricardo and I were both fired on Monday after the boss caught us stealing money from the cash register.

6. Samuel and Mona refused to go to the concert with them.